


HAYYAKUM FI ERTH



DISCOVER EMIRATI HOSPITALITY



INSPIRED BY EMIRATI HERITAGE





•5 minutes to Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque      •10 minutes to Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre
   
•15 minute drive from Abu Dhabi airport            •15 minutes to main shopping & tourist attractions



ERTH
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Stay With A Story



AL TERHAB LOBBY AL RAYEH LOUNGE GHAF JUICE

Inspired by the seafaring ways of our ancestors Overlooking a serene garden and 
offering a range of thoughtful 
amenities

Welcome drink, made from the Ghaf 
tree, the national tree of the UAE



ACCOMODATION
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A Private Oasis



237 ROOMS

Our rooms are an expression of elegance, featuring contemporary furnishings and thoughtfully appointed bathrooms. Sustainable touches throughout 
are added with palm tree extracts sourced from the property.



42 SUITES

Our suites are spacious yet intimate in their ambience, providing the perfect retreat to work or relax and provide homelike sanctuaries in five distinct 
styles, namely Minhaf, Al Muradi, Al Hidra, Erth and Rabdan, each offers access to Al Rayeh Club Lounge and the services of our dedicated Mudeef.



13 VILLAS 

Our villas are designed for guests seeking refined residences on the Arabian Gulf coastline. Sitting along the waterfront of the Khor Al Maqta channel our 
one bedroom beach villa, one bedroom pool villa, two bedroom pool villa and Erth three bedroom pool villa, facing the white sands and crystal water of our 
private Blue Flag certified beach.



DINING
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A World of Flavour  



AL RIMAL

The resort’s all-day dining restaurant features Emirati and Khaleeji specialties, as well as international favourites. Diners can savour comfort food and 
refined beverages indoors or outdoors overlooking Al Fayy, the central garden.



BEETZA

A modern Italian eatery that honours pizza. Guests can indulge in a range of authentic Neapolitan pizza paired with hot and cold beverages.



RAMSA 

Inspired by the joy of conversational exchange between friends, colleagues and loved ones, Ramsa boasts sweeping views of the central garden and the 
sea beyond. Offering authentic, casual dishes and refreshing beverages, the venue is a vibrant location suited for evening gatherings indoors and outdoors.



ASRAH 

Situated at the Al Waryah main pool, Asrah treats guests to refreshing beverages, light snacks, and desserts.



BAHANIS 

Located at the heart of the sports hub with an emphasis on healthy cuisine and handcrafted beverages, it offers a casual atmosphere for enjoying 
refreshments indoor and out.



ERGON 

Rooted in the Greek word denoting vocation, Ergon embodies a commitment to premium-quality Greek products steeped in traditional Mediterranean 
craftsmanship, reflecting deep respect for heritage. Ergon delivers an elevated experience where aesthetic and gastronomic values converge seamlessly.



HIDD (COMING SOON) 

Located on the shoreline of the Arabian Gulf, offers a perfect vantage point to soak up the beauty of the sea. An appealing à la carte menu for lunch and 
dinner showcases the very best local flavours.



LEISURE
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Finding Balance



ETIZAN FITNESS

58,000 sqm of Expansive Facilities



AL WARYAH POOL AND BEACH 

Featuring oasis-shaped swimming pools, including a kid’s pool, and a 350m-long private blue flag certified beach.



PADEL TENNIS 

Three indoor and two outdoor panorama pro courts



TENNIS 

Outdoor court 



OLYMPIC-SIZED POOL 

50m, eight-lane



FOOTBALL PITCHES INCLUDING FIFA CERTIFIED 

Artificial and natural



BOWLING 

4 lanes 



OUTDOOR
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The Beauty of Nature



AL FAYY GARDEN 

Nestled between the two wings of Erth



EVENTS
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The Art of Gathering 



CONFERENCE AND EVENTS

We take great pride in our eclectic range of 17 high-specification venues, including a ballroom, cinema hall and theatre. Our dedicated and professional 
events team works tirelessly to ensure that every detail is perfect and that your events are delivered to the highest standards.



We look forward to welcoming you to Erth, and to showcasing the very best of Emirati hospitality.


